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About This Game

Lords of Kingdoms is a multiplayer online war game. Turn your small castle into a mighty fortress and become ruler of the
greatest realm.

Features:

Build and manage your city, create new towns as you grow.

Three PVE modes: Wild Land, War of Honor and Expedition.

Five PVP modes: Support, Arena, Plunder, Destroy or Exile.

Tons of bonuses and rewards help new players grow fast.

Level up heroes or craft legendary artifacts to improve their abilities.

Watch battles in real time.

World conquest event for a game world starts in 60 days, the world enters a new period after that.

Supports rally attack.
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Patch 1.0.12 Released:
A small fix to map one whereby Marines could not cross the Lava via the damaged bridge.. Driver Fusion 6.2 Update
Released:
We're excited to announce the release of Driver Fusion 6.2. With this release, we've improved various areas based on your
feedback. Please send your comments and suggestions to us, we like to read and use them!

Usability
Driver Fusion will now remember and reopen your last used screen. We've also added a description to the toggle switches to
make their state clearer.
Furthermore, you'll now immediately receive visual feedback when you enter invalid data in the account and activation dialogs.

Steam
The follow us button is now always visible to make it easier for you to unlock the corresponding Steam achievement.

Localization
The number of officially supported interface languages has been slightly reduced. Driver Fusion will continue to detect the files
located in the languages folder, so you can still add your own translations.

Treexy & Steam account
If you sign in, or out, Driver Fusion no longer reloads the current screen and automatically updates the content instead.

Performance
The start-up time has been reduced and the overall responsiveness has improved.

Scheduler
The scheduler can now be added to, and executed on, multiple Windows user accounts.

Driver cleaner
The cleanable drivers received new entries to be up-to-date with their latest versions.

What else?
The issues that you've reported have all been fixed.. Treexy developer & publisher homepage:
We've added a Treexy developer & publisher homepage on Steam, which allows you to discover and connect with us.

You can follow us here at the top of the page:
https://store.steampowered.com/developer/treexy

For more details on developer & publisher homepages, you can read Steam's announcement:
https://steamcommunity.com/games/593110/announcements/detail/2515705802687784921
. The Jolly Holiday Update has arrived!:
A new update for Spin the Beat is here, just (barely) in time for Christmas!

The Jolly Holiday Update introduces a brand-new stage, titled "Festive." This stage features a calming holiday setting with six
Christmas-centric scenes, one on each side of the cube. Enjoy the soothing scenery, but don't get too comfortable - the set
pieces on the stage can easily fling you into the abyss if you aren't paying attention!

Enjoy the Festive stage, and have a very happy holiday season and New Year, which ever days you may or may not celebrate!. 
What Never Was - Now available for Mac:
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What Never Was can now be played on Mac, so if you've been missing out - download it now!. Patch 0.16.6 Bugfixes:
In this patch we've fixed an issue with torpedoes that has been affecting several players: Tunneling.
In some cases, it was possible that torpedoes were tunneling shots - that essentially means they were moving so fast that from
one frame to another, they "skipped over" PDC shots, resulting in them not colliding with these shots. This behavior is now
fixed and torpedos should get hit by PDCs correctly, no matter how fast they're going.

We've also added some tips to the loading screen on how to best defend your ship against torpedoes.

As a general tip: Don't fly around too crazily if you want your PDCs to hit torpedoes. While they have a high turning rate, they
still have to aim, and lots of orientation changing through turning will make it harder for them to hit torpedoes - so try to avoid
that. Flying around also causes torpedoes to start flying in curves, making them harder to hit for your PDCs.

General
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